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Abst ract  
Given a completely regular space X with two uniformities b/I and/-/r both generating the original 
topology of X, we consider the question wbeth~ there exists a Hausdofff topological group G 
comaining X as a subspace such that *Vlx = b/~ and V* Ix = b/r, where *~ and ~;* are respectively 
the left and right group uniformities of G. We show that in general the answer is in the negative 
and present certain conditions implying the existence of an embedding of X to a topological group 
with the above properties. This approach enables us to conclude thai the difference between the 
left and right indices of boundedness for subsets of a topological group can. he arbitrary large. 
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O. I n t roduct ion  
Let G be a topological group with the identity e and JV'~ be the family of  all open 
neighborhoods o f  e in G. Denote by *VG the left uniformlY_" of  G (see [7]) a base of  
which consists of  the sets 
V~={(x ,y )  ea×a:  x - I .yeO},  Oe~.  
Analogously, the right tmifonnity )2~ of G is the uniformity with the base consisting of  
the sets 
V~={(x,u) eG×G: x-y-~eO}, OeAf~. 
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The upper bound *'l)b = *VG A V~, of the uniformities *Vc and "1)~, is called the 
two-sided uniformity of (7. The base of "1,~, consists of the sets 
vb:vgnv~, o~V+ 
Suppose that X is a subspace of (7 and denote lit = *VGIX, Lit -- V&Dx, the left 
and right induced uniformities on X. It is clear that both lit and/dr generate the original 
topology of X, that is, the topology X inherits from (7. Let us call a pair of uniformities 
on X with this property concordant. This gives rise to the following problem. 
Problem 1. Let lij and lit be concordant uniformities on a Tikhonov space X.  Does there 
exist a Hausdorff topological group (7 containing X as a subspace such that *Va]x = lii 
and V&]x - lit? 
Let (X,U) be a uniform space. There exists a Hausdorff topological group G con- 
raining X as a subspace such that X generates (7, the two-sided uniformity *Vb of 
(7 induces the original uniformity l i  on X and every uniformly continuous mapping 
f : (X ,  l i) ---r (H,*V~) to a topological group H with the two-sided uniformity *V~ 
extends to a continuous homomorphism f : (7 --+ H.  Then X is necessarily a free set of 
generators for (7, that is, (7 is algebraically isomorphic to the free group on X (see [3]). 
The group (7 satisfying these conditions is known as the uniform free topological group 
on (X, l i )  and denoted by F'(X,/A). Some important properties of uniform free topolog- 
ical groups were established by Nummela [41 and Pestov [5]. 
Let us consider even more genera! situation. Suppose that Ul and/+dr are cor~,~,rdant 
uniformities on a Tikhonov space X.  
Problem 2. Does there exist a Hausdorff topological group topology t for the free group 
F(X)  on X such that the left and right uniformities *V and V* of the group (F (X) ,  t) 
induce respectively the given concordant uniformities liI and lt~ on X?  
It is clear that Problem 2 is a specialization of the previous one. A standard argument 
shows that the positive answer to Problem 2 would imply the existence of the biuni- 
fibrin free topological group over a Tikhonov space X endowed with two concordant 
uniformities lii and/dr. In other words, there would exists a Hausdorff topological group 
(7 = F (X ,  lil,li~) containing X as a subspace and having the following properties: 
(1) X algebraically generates G; 
(2) *Vc Ix  =/"/I and ~[x  =/dr; 
(3) if f : X ---+ H is a mapping of X to a topological group H and both functions 
f : (X, lit) --¢. (H, *VH) and f : (X,li~) --¢. (H, V~,) are uniformly continuous then 
the extension of f to a homomorphism ] :  (7 ~ H is continuous. 
In fact. the above two problems are equivalent for any concordant uniformities lii 
and Mr on a Tikhonov space X (see Theorem 3.2) and in general the answer to both 
of them is "no" (Examples 2.1 and 2.3). We present, however, certain conditions on a 
triple (X,/At, lit) which imply the existence of an appropriate embedding of it to a triple 
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(G,*'PG,Vb) for some Hausdorff topological group G. The main result of the paper 
is Theorem 4.1 which states that it is the case for a "welt-concordant' pair Lfi, Hr of 
zero-dimensional uniformities on X. The use of this result enables us to show that a 
difference between the left and right indices of boundedness for subsets of topological 
groups can be arbitrary large (Theorem 4.2). 
1. Terminology and notation 
Let X be a subset of a topological group G. Denote by idi(X,G) the left index of 
boundedness of X in G, that is, the minimal cardinal 7- such that for every neighborhood 
U of the identity in G there exists a subset K of G with X c K -  U and IKI <~ r. If the 
corresponding set K can always be chosen finite, we say that X is left totally bounded 
in G (though it has formally to be written as idt(X,G) <~ R0). In the same way one 
defines idr(X, G), the right index of boundedness of X in G, and the notion of right 
total boundedness. 
it is easy to see that idl(X, G) = idr(X, G) for any syrqmetric subset X of a topological 
group G, that is, for X C_ G with X - j  = X.  In particular, idt(H,G) = id~(H,G) = 
id(H) for an arbitrary subgroup H of G. Topological groups G satisfying id(G) ~< l, lo 
are called R0-boanded. They were characterized as subgroups of Cartesian products of 
second-countable groups [21. 
All topological spaces we cousider henceforth are assumed to be Tikhonov. The symbol 
N + stands for the set of positive integers. 
2. Concordant uniformities not generated by embeddings to topological groups 
We construct here a separable metrizable space X and two concordant uniformities 
on it which can not be simultaneously induced by means of any embedding of X into a 
Hansdofff topological group. 
Example 2.1. Define X as a subspace of the unit square 12, 1 = [0, 1]. For every 
n ~ N +, put Xn = {(x,g) E I2: y = x"}.  Let X = U~- i  Xn. Denote by p~ and py 
the projections of 12 onto the x- and ?/-axis respectively. Let metrics dl and dr on X be 
defined by 
IPx(a) - P~(b)l, if a, b E X,~ for some n E N+; 
dl(a, b) = [ min{p~(a) + p~(b); 2 - p~:(a) - p~(b)}, otherwise, 
and 
d,  ,,  f Ipu(a) - pu(b)l, if a,b E X,~ for some n ~ N+; 
,La, o) = ~[ min{pu(a) + py(b); 2 - p~(a) - py(b)}, otherwise. 
It is easy to verify that both metrics dl and d, induce the original topology of X, that 
is, the topology X inherits from 12. Therefore, the uniformities Mj and L/r on X generated 
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respectively by dl and dr are concordant. Denote by u and v the points of 12 with the 
coordinates (0, O) and (1, ! ). From the definition of dl and dr it follows that 
for every e > '9 there exists a ~ X such that dr(u, a) < e and all(a, v) < c. (*) 
To see this it suffices to choose a E X,~ close to the point (0, 1) for a sufficiently big 
ncN +. 
Assume that X is a subset of a topological group G and *3)Ix = //I, V*[x = /4'r, 
where *V and 12" are respectively the left and right uniformities of the group G. Let O 
be an arbitrary neighborhood of the identity in G. Cimose neighborhoods V, W of the 
identity so that V 2 ___ O and u-  W-  u -I C_ V. Consider the neighborhoods UI. v and U{, 
of the diagonal in X 2 defined by 
uh- = {(~,y) ~ x-': x - ' -yc  w}, v~ : {(.~:,~)~ x2: ~ . : '  ~ v}. 
Since *)"Ix =/'/I and V'Ix =/dr, we have U~v • b/i and U{: •/dr. 
From the definition of the uniformities/gl and/4r it follows that there exists ~ > 0 
such that 
{(x,y) • X2: dl(x,y) < e} c U~l, and {(x,y) • X2: dr(x,y) < e} c U~. 
Apply (*) to find a point a in X such that d~(u, a) < e and di(a, v) < e. Then (u, a) • U~. 
and (v,a) • U~..; hence u .  a -1 E V, v - I  . a • W. Therefore, 
u.v  '=(u .v - l .a .u  I ) . (u 'a - I )• (u .W'u - I ) .VC_  V .VC_O.  
We have thus proved that u - v i ~ O for every neighborhood O of the identity in G. 
Since n • v t ¢ ec;. the latter means that G is not Hansdofff. 
Remark 2.2. What makes impossible an embedding of the considered triple (X, b/b b/r) 
to a Hansdorff "group" triple (G, "Vc;,))~)? Without doubt, the property (*) of the 
metrics dl and dr is responsible for that. Let us show that any uniformity O/on X coarser 
than both/dl and/dr generates a non-Hansdorff topology on X.  Suppose that U E b/and 
choose Ui • /A  with Ut o UI c U. By the choice of M there exist U 1 •/dl and U'  •/ ' /r  
such that U 1 U U r C_ Ui. By the definition of/dl and/dr there exists ~ > 0 with 
{(x,y)~x2: d , (~,u)<e}cu'  and {(x,y) eX2: d,(x,u)<~}cU'. 
Thei~ apply (*) to find a • X with dr(u,a) < ~" and dl(a,v) < e. We have (u,a) • U r 
and (a,v) • U l, and hence (u,v) • UI o Ui C_ U. Thus, the point (u,v) with different 
u, v C X belongs to every element U of/4 which means that the topology generated by 
b/is not Hausdorff. 
The importance of the last assertion becomes clear if we note that the left and right 
uniformities of a Hausdorff topological group G have a lower bound We; = *])a V )2~ 
and ]W generates the original topology of O. Indeed, for every neighborhood O of the 
identity in G put 
Wo={(x,z) EGxG:  x, zEO.y .  O forsomey•G}.  
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Then the sets I~Vo, 0 E .N'~, constitute a base of a uniformity W on G that generates 
the original topology of G' [7]. Clearly, W is coarser than each of the uniformities *VG, 
L/~. Therefore, if X is a subspace of G and the uniformities L/I and/dr on X are induced 
respectively by *'1)6 and "13~ then the uniformity H = Wtx  is a lower bound for the 
pair/--/I, L/r and U induces the original topology of X. This means that the existence of 
a lower bound for a given pair 3/i, L/r of concordant uniformities on X (which is also 
concordant with both L/i and 3/D is a necessary condition for a triple (X,L/I,Hr) to admit 
an embedding to a Hansdorff 'group" triple (G~ *);G: )J~)- 
Let us show that this condition is not sufficient for our purpose. Note that the space 
X in Example 2.3 below is locally compact and mettizable. 
Example 2,3. There exist two concordant uniformities L/i and/dr on a countably infinite 
discrete space X which can not be generated by an embedding of X to any topological 
group. Moreover, L/I is strictly coarser than L/~. 
Denote by L/u the uniformity on X a base of which consists of the sets 
(X \C)  × (X \C)  U{(x ,x ) :  xEC},  whereCCX,  ICI <N0. 
Let L/~ be the uniformity on X generated by all finite covers of X. It means that the sets 
(An ×AOu. . .U(A ,~×A, ) ,  where UAi :X ,  
i~<n 
constitute a base of L/r. Obviously, both uniformities L/I and/dr induce the discrete topol- 
ogy on X and L/n is strictly coarser than Hr. 
Suppose now that X is ~ subspace of an arbitrary topological group G and ")}c[x = Ha, 
"l?~[x =/dr, where *VG and V~ are the left and right group uniformities of G. Denote 
U = (A × A)U (B × B), where A and 13 arc disjoint infinite subsets of X,  A U B = X. 
Then U E/dr. The following reasoning is similar to that in Example 2.1 but more subtle. 
Let O be an arbitrary neighborhood of the identity in (7. Choose a neighborhood V 
of the identity so that V 2 _C O. For every x G X there exists an open subset I, Vx of G 
containing the identity and satisfying a~. I, iG • x - I  C_ V. Our assumptions imply that for 
every x E X there exists a finite set C(x) _c X such that 
U~(~.) = (X \ C(x)) × (X \ C(x)) U {(y, y): ~ ~ C(x)} 
is contained in {(z,t) e X2: z -u • t E VK~}. Since "l;~]x =/dr, there is a finite cover 
{Dn . . . . .  D,~} of X such that 
U(Di  x D 0 C {(,v,y) E X2: x.y- '  G V}. 
Choose k ~< n with I A N DkU = Ro. Let x E A n D~ b¢ arbitrary. Since the set C(x) is 
finite, there exist points !1 E B \ C(x) and t e (An  Dk) \ C(x). The choice of the points 
x, y, ~ implies that x , t  E Dk and y,$ ~ X \ C(x),  whence x . t  -n E V and y-n .t  E Wx. 
Therefore, 
x . ,e '  = (x .  y - '  . t . ~- ' )  . (x .  t - ' )  ~ (x .  W~ . ~:-') . V C V . V C_ O. 
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We have thus proved that for every neighborhood O of the identity in G there exist 
points x E A and y E B with x. y- i  E O. So, the set 
{(~,y) E x2: 2. v -~ ~ O} \ v 
is not empty for each neighborhood 0 of the identity. This contradicts the equality 
Vbix =u,. 
Note that the uniformity Hi has a countable base but/'/r has not. However, the only 
property of/.,/~ we used is the existence of an element U E b/~ of the form U = (A x 
A) U (B x B) with disjoint infinite subsets A,/3 of X. Therefore, the uniformity/dr in 
our example can be substituted by any/J~' strictly finer than HI and having this latter 
property. Clearly, there are many metrizable among them. 
Assertion 3.1 below implies that nothing is changing if we admit embeddings to
arbitrary topological groups. In particular, no embedding of the space X in Example 2.1 
to a non-Hausdofff topological group generates both considered uniformities/.41 and Hr. 
3. Reduction to embeddings into free groups 
It is well known [3] that for any Ti-uniform space (X,H) there exists a Hausdorff 
topological group O containing X as a subspace and such that the two-sided uniformity 
*Vb of G induces the uniformity b/on X. It suffices to take G = F(X ,H) ,  the uniform 
free topological group on (X,L/). We have already seen, however, that some pairs of 
concordant uniformities on a Tikhonov space X can not be generated by an embedding 
into a Hausdorff topological group. Let us show first that admitting embeddings into 
arbitrary topological groups, we shall not obtain new pairs of induced uniformities on 
Tikhonov spaces; second, if a corresponding embedding exists then the group in question 
can always be chosen algebraically free and the embedding be closed. 
Assertion 3.1. Suppose that a Tikhonov space X is a subspace of  a topological group 
G andLll = *)?clx, ?dr = V~Ix, where *Vc and "1?~ are respectively the left and right 
uniformities of  G. Then there exists an embedding of  X into a Hausdorff topological 
group H such that HI and ?dr are generated by the left and right uniJbrmities of  H 
respectivel): 
Proof. Assume that the group G is not Hat, sdofff and denote by N the closure of 
the identity e~ in G. Note that N c U for each neighborhood U of eG in G. Let 
7r be the quotient homomorphism of G onto a Hausdorff group H = GIN and Y = 
rr(X). Denote by *Vn and )?~/ the left and right uniformities of H. We claim that the 
mapping p = ~'lx is a homeomorphism and both mappings p: (X,  Lll) --+ 0:, *~//IY), 
p: (X,/.Jr) --+ (Y, ' l)~ly) are uniform homeomorphisms. 
(I) The mapping p is one-to-one. Indeed. let x, y be distinct points of X. Choose 
an open subset U of X with x E U ~ V. There exists an open set V in O such that 
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V n X = U. Then x E V ~ y. Let W be a neighborhood f the identity in G with 
x .  W C_ V. Then N C_ W, and hence y ~ x- N. The latter means that ~r(x) # ~r(y). 
(2) Obviously, the mappings I r : (G,q)G)  -~ (H,*I)H) and p : (X ,~)  --~ (Y, IA~) 
are uniformly continuous, where HR r = *VHIY. We show that p-J is also uniformly 
continuous. Let U L E HI be arbitrary. There exists a neighborhood O of the identity in G 
such that 
u~= {(x ,y )~x ×x:  :~- ' .u~o}cv ' .  
Let V be a neighborhood f the identity in G with V 2 C_ O. Put W = ~r(V). Then the 
set 
V~v = {(~,~)~ r × V: ~-I .~C W} 
satisfies the condition (p x p)-~(U~v ) c Ulo . Indeed, assume that x ,y  E X and 
(p(z),p(y)) c u~,  that is, p(x)-~-p(u) ~ W. Then ~r(z-'. ~) ~ ~r(V), whence 
x -I • y E V- N C V.  V C O. Thus, (x,y) E U~. This proves the above inclusion and 
the uniform continuity of p -  I. 
(3) A similar argument shows that the mapping p: (X,/-Xr) --+ (Y, lAr v) is a uniform 
homeomorphism, where 1At v = V~t[y. 
The items (1)-(3) imply that the homeomorphic embedding p of X into the Hausdorff 
group H satisfies the conclusion of our assertion. [2 
Let us show that the group H in Assertion 3.1 can even be chosen algebraically free 
(and an embedding of X to H be closed). The idea is an introduction of a suitable 
topological group topology for the free group F(X) .  
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a ~khonov subspace of  a topological group G and lAi = "V ~ lx, 
lAr = V~lx  be the left and right induced uniformities on X .  Then there exists a Hausdorff 
topological group topology t for  the free group F (X)  over X such that t[x coincides 
with the original topology of  X ,  X is closed in (F (X) ,  t) and *V[x = lAi, V* Ix = lAr, 
where *V and "1)* are respectively the left and right uniformities of  the group (F (X) ,  t). 
Proof. Let ~p:F(X) -+ G be the homomorphism extending the identity mapping idx. 
Denote by tl the group topology {~-I(O): O is open in G} for F(X) .  Since the ho- 
momorphism ~o : (F(X), t i) --~ G is quotient and the restriction of ~ to X is one-to-one, 
we have 
• l )dx=/A[ and I ;~lx=lAr,  (I) 
where *Vi and ~)~' are respectively the left and right uniformities of the group (F(X), t i). 
In particular, the restriction of tl to X coincides with the original topology of X. 
By Remark 2.2, there exists a uniformity/2 on X weaker than each of the uniformities 
lAi, lAr and which induces the original topology on X. Denote by F(X,IA) the uniform 
free topological group over the uniform space (X,~). According to [3], we have 
• V2lx = u = V~lx,  (2) 
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where *))2 and ))~ are respectively the left and right uniformities of the group F(X ,  H). 
Denote by t the upper bound of the topologies tl and t2, that is, t = {Oi MO2: Oi E tt, 
02 E t2}. Then t is a topological group topology for F(X) .  Apply (1) and (2) to conclude 
that 
* ) ) Ix=Hi  and ))*Ix:U=, 
where *)) and ))* are the left and right uniformities of the group (F (X) , t ) .  The facts 
that the group F(X, /d)  is Hausdorff and X is closed in it [3] imply the same conclusion 
for (F(X) ,  t). This completes the proof. D 
4. Some positive results 
Recall that a uniform space (X,H)  is called zero-dimensional [3, Chapter V] if/,4 is 
generated by a family F of disjoint open covers of X. This means that for each U E/.4 
there exists a cover?  E Y such that U{V × V: V E 3'} ~ U. Clearly, the family F has 
to satisfy certain conditions: 
(C 1 ) If/z is a disjoint open cover of X and there is an element 3' C F refining p then 
1* E T'. 
(C2) if 3'b3'2 E T', there is ,a E T' refining both 71 and 3'2- 
(C3) The family F generates the original topology of X,  that is, given a point z E X 
and its neighborhood O, one can find a cover 3' E F and an element V E 3' with 
xEVC_O.  
If (X,/.4) is a zero-dimansional uniform space with a corresponding family F of 
disjoint open covers of X,  denote by/-/fn the uniformity for X generated by all finite 
covers belonging to/d. 
Theorem 4.1. Let bi~ and Llr be concordant zero-dimensional uniformities on a l~khonov 
space X and suppose that (b{i)~n = (/dr)fin- Then there exists a Hausdorff topological 
group topology t for  the free group F (X)  such that t induces the original topology on 
X and *))Ix =/dh ))*Ix =/dr, where *)) and ))* are respectively the left and right 
uniformities of  the group ( F ( X ), t ). Moreover, X is closed in ( F ( X ) , t ). 
Proof. Denote/.4 = (/d=)fn. It suffices to prove the theorem in the cases when/dr =/d  or 
Hr =/d .  Indeed, let tj and t2 he Hausdorff group topologies for F(X)  corresponding to
the triples (X,/d,/Jr) and (X, L/b/,4). Then the upper bound t = t l At,. of these topologies 
is the necessary group topology for F(X) .  
From now on we assume that ldl =/2.  Denote by F a family of disjoint open covers 
of X that generates the uniformity/dr and has the properties (CI)-(C3). Let T'~n be the 
family of all finite covers of X belonging to F. To every open cover 7 E F we assign 
a neighborhood U.~ = U{w x w:  w E 3'} of the diagonal in X z. Obviously, U. r E/"/r 
if 3' E F, and U-y E/it for each 3' E Ftin. 
The topology t for F(X)  will be defined so that 
*V lx=UJ  and V* lx=U~,  (I) 
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where *~ and )2" are respectively the left and right uniformities of the group (F(X),  Q. 
Let 7 ~ be the family of all pairs (3'1, ')'2) where 5"1 E Fan and ")'2 ~- F.  For every 3' E F,  
put 
j I ( " f )=U{w- ' .W:  WE' ) '}  and j r (3 ' )=U~w-W- ' :  WE' ) '} ,  (2) 
where the point - means the multiplication in F(X) .  Thus, jl(3') and j~(5') are subsets 
of F(X) consisting of words of the length at most 2. For every pair p = (ffl, 3'2) E "P, 
we put 
j (p)  = j~(~) O j , (~) .  (3) 
Let ~ be the family of all mappings of  F(X)  to "P. If g" E .%, we pat 
= U {~" J(~(g)) g-': g E F(X)}. (4) 
Let -= be the family of sequences ~ = (~l, ~'2,-- .) with ff~,~ E ~ for each n E N +. We 
define a subset 0(~) of F(X)  by 
o(~) = U U ~( , )~(~l  . . . . .  ~ . (o )  (s) 
nEN+ ~rES~ 
for every 5 = (~l, ~'2, • - -) E .=--, where S,, is the group of permutations of ~ 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n}. 
We omit a verification of the fact that the family B = {O(~): ~ E ~,} satisfies the five 
conditions of Theorem 9 of  [6], and hence/3 is a base at the identity e of F(X)  for a 
Hansdorff group topology ~. (The reasoning in the proof of Theorem I.l of [8] applies 
here with slight modifications.) 
Denote G = (F(X),t) .  We show that X is left totally bounded in G. Consider an 
arbitrary neighborhood O(()  of e in G, ~ E S,. Then ~ = (@l, ~'2,...) is a sequence of  
mappings of F(X)  to "P. Put p = ~'l (el, p = (#, 5') E ~'. By the definition of  P , / z  is a 
finite open cover of X.  Let K be a finite subset of X intersecting every element of/z. 
We claim that X _C K -  O(~). Indeed, from the definition of O(~) (see (2)-(5)) it follows 
that 
P= O{w-"W:  W E t'} _C j~)  C_ ~, C_ O(~), 
whence X C K -  P C K -  O(~). This proves the left total boundedness of  X in G (and 
the fact that the uniformity b/l is finer than *V[x). 
The proof of the equality *'~[x =/-,/I is rather simple. Let/ J  ~ Tan be arbitrary. For 
any n ~ H + and g ~ F (X)  put ~n(g) = (/~,/~). Thus, g~ = ~ . . . . .  ~ and we define 
= (~P,~,...). The definition of O(Q and the fact that/~ is a disjoint family imply that 
the cover {X n (x.  O(~)): x 6 X} of X coincides with/z. This means that *Y[x =/~.  
The proof of the equality V*lx = u ,  is more difficult. It requires certain combinatorics. 
Let a cover 5' E F be arbitrary. For every g 6 F(X)  define a finite cover/~(g) of X,  
#(g) E Ft~. Put/~(e) = {X}. Suppose that g :~ e and write g --- x~ . . . . . .  x~ ,~ where 
x~ , . . . ,  x,, E X and e~ , . . . ,  ea = 4-1. Choose elements U~ , . . . ,  U~ of 3' which cover 
the set (x~ . . . . .  x~ } and put #(g) = {Do, Um . . . . .  U,,} where D'o = X \ U~=~ U~. It is 
clear that/t(g) e r~n. 
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Let ~ be a mapping of F(X)  to 79 defined by ~(9) = (#(9), 'T) for each 9 E F(X) .  
Denote ( = (~, ko, i . . )  and O = O(,~). Obviously. ~ E -~. We claim that the following 
is valid: 
{(~',y) ~ XZ: ~.  y - '  ~ O} _C [ , J tU × U: tr ~ "r}- (6) 
The assertion (6) can be reformulated as follows: if x, y G X and x- y -  ~ E O then there 
is an element of 7 containing both x and y. 
We need some terminology to deal with elements of the free group F(X) .  More 
detailed iscussion of the notions that appear below is given in [9]. An element g E F (X)  
is called canonical i f  g - a~ ~ . . .a~ 'xey-ea~ . . . . . .  a'~ e' where al . . . . .  an, x, ~1 are 
in X and e l , . . .  , e ,  - ±1. The word in the right part of the equality is not assumed 
irreducible and the "strong" equality 9 = h of elements 9, h of F(X)  means that 9 and 
h coincide as words in the alphabet X u X -I . On the contrary, g = h means that the 
cancellations in 9 and h transform these elements to equal wotxls. If  g is a canonical 
element of F(X)  of the above form, the letters of 9 arc naturally partitioned into the 
pairs {a~', a~ -~' } . . . . .  {a~, '~, a~ ~'' }, {x ~, y-~}. These pairs are called g-~vmnected, or
simply, connected if it is clear what the element g is. In what follows any mentioning 
of a letter of some word means not only an element of the alphabet X U X - I  but its 
occurrence in that word. 
Let 91, . . . ,9 , ,  be canonical words of F(X)  and suppose that a word 9 is obtained as 
a result of some consequent cancellations in the word v -= 91 " "  Y,. We write this briefly 
as 9 - gl 63... 6) 9n. Let us define a partition of the letters of 9 into g-connected pairs by 
induction on cancellations in v. (It is worth mentioning that the corresponding partition 
will depend on a choice of a representation 9 = gl ® '" "® g,~-) The ¢;-connected pairs of 
letters in v are exactly the 91-connected pairs of letters in gl, I ~< i ~< n. I f  the word v 
is irreducible then 9 ~ v and the partition in question is already defined. Otherwise we 
choose a certain order of cancellations in v transforming .~to 9. Suppose that k/> 0 and 
we have made k cancelations in v, thus obtaining a word h and a partition of letters of 
h into h-connected pairs. Let the (k + 1 )st cancelation consists of deletion of neighbour 
letters z -~ and x -e in h, thus giving a word h'. If  the pair {ac-~,~t " ~} is h-connected, 
the partition for h' consists of all h-connected pairs except he pair {:r e, x -~ }. If z ~ and 
x -~ are not h-connected, there exist distinct letters a -~ and b ~ of h such that the pairs 
. [a-~,z ~ } and {x -~, b ~ } are h-connected. The h'-connected pairs in h' are defined as all 
h-connected ones except two pairs {a -~, z ~ } and {z -~,b~}, which are substituted tbr 
the 'new' h'-connected pair {a -¢, b-~}. Being performed the necessary cancelations in v, 
we obtain the word 9 and the partition of letters of g into g-connected pairs. Note that 
the partition defined for letters of g does not depend on an order of cancelations in v. It 
is clear that every 9-connected pair contains one letter of X and one of X - I .  Applying 
the induction on the number of cancelations, one can prove the following. 
[ .emma (on connected pairs). Let eli . . . .  ,9 ,  be canonical elements ~ F(  X )  and sup- 
pose that a word h' ~- hla~h2b-~h3 is obtained as a result of  cancelations in the word 
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9J "'" Y,,. I f  { a ~, b -~ } is an h'-connected pair then every letwr of  h2 is h'-connected with 
a letter of  h2. 
Let us proceed the proof of (6). Suppose that a, b E X and a.b-i E O. By the definition 
of the set O there exist elements 9h . . - ,  9,~ E ff such that a .  b-I = 91 ® "'" ® ~/n, that 
is, a - b -I is obtained by means of cancelations in the word v -= 9t ""'g=- Chl;,'~se a 
certain order of cancelations in v transforming v to a .  b-L For every i ~< rt the element 
gi is of the form kix~'y~e'k~ ! where kt 6 F (X) ,  xt and//, belong to X,  ei = ±l  and 
x~" • y~'  E jj(It(k~)) Uj~(3"). The latter means that if ei = I then xi and/,'t lie in some 
element of the cover "7, and if ¢i = - 1 then xi and yi lie in some element of the cover 
/z(ki). In the first case we will use the notation xi ~ 9i for brevity. 
The following crucial statement implies (6) and it will be proved by induction on 
cancelations in the word v. 
Claim. Suppose that p, q E X and a word h =- h t ph2q-lh3 is obtained from v by means 
of  consecutive cancelations in v. I f  the letters p and ~- I are h-connected then p ~ q. In 
addition, if h2 =- h~r~ h~ s Z h~2 " with r, s E X and die letters r ~ and s -~ are h-connected 
then either r 7 ~ p and s 76 p or r ~ p ~ s. 
Having made all cancelations in v, we obtain the word h =- ab - j  the letters a and 
b -I  of which are necessarily h-connected. Appiying Claim we conclude that a ~ b. 
This proves (6). To prove Claim, note that it is true in the case h -- v. that is, if v is 
of the length 2. To see thi~ it suffices to use 'the definition of connected pairs and the 
definition of the covers Iz(kl), i <~ It. Let a word h' be obtained from v by means of 
cancelations and suppose that h is the result of a deletion of neighbour letters x and x - '  
in h'. Suppose also that our Claim is valid for h' and prove it for h. If the letters x and 
z -  i are hJ-connected then all h'-connected pairs in h I (except {x, x -  i }) are h-connected 
in h, and hence Claim is obviously va~id for h. So, we can assume that x and x -t  are 
not hLconnected. Consider four cases. 
(1) h I ~ hiph21x-lxhz2q th3 where {p,x - I}  and {x,q t} are h'-connected pairs. 
By the inductive hypothesis we have p ~ x and q ~ x. Since the cover '7 is disjoint, we 
conclude that p ~ q. This proves the first part of Claim. The second part immediately 
follows from the fact that if the letters r~ and s ~ are h-connected in h and belong to the 
word h2 then they both lie either in h2t or in hzz (we use Lemma on connected pairs). 
The following case is more difficult. 
(2) h' =- hHxz-th21ph2q-th3 or h ~ =- hlphzq-lh3lxx-lh31, where {p,x - l}  and 
{x, q-  t } are h~-connected pairs. It suffices to consider the first possibility. The first part 
of Claim implies that x ~ q. The fact that the letter x -t  connected with p stands on 
the left from p in the word h I does not allow us to conclude immediately that x ~ p. 
However, one can use the second part of Claim (assuming that x -t = r ¢ and p = s -~, 
e = - I ) .  Indeed, the h'-conuected pair {x,q t} "contains" inside the W-connected pair 
{x-~, p} and x ~ x, so x ~ p. Since the cover 3' is disjoint, we have p ~ q. To see that 
the second part of Claim is also valid for h, note that x ~ p. The latter enables us to apply 
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the hypothesis of induction for h ~ and conclude that if m, h-connected pair {r ~, s -s} lies 
inside the h-connected pair {p, q- I} then, being h'-connected, {r ~, s -s } lies inside the 
h'-eonnected pair {x,q-1}, and hence either ~ p ~ s or r ~, p and s ,'~ p. 
The reasoning above concerning the cases (l) and (2) completely proves the first part 
of Claim (modulo the second part). To prove the second part af it we have to consider 
two eases more motivated by the fact that the pair {r c, s ~} mentioned in Claim can 
become h-connected after the last cancelation i  h'. 
(3) h . . . . .  p. . . r  . . . .  x -ex  . . . .  s . . . .  q - l . . . ,  where {p,q-I},  {r~x-e}  and 
{x~,s -~ } are U-connected pairs. Suppose that either r ~ p or a ~ p. Let. for ex- 
ample, r ~ p. Since the pairs {p,q i} and {r~,x -~} are U-connected, the inductive 
hypothesis implies that x ~ p. Since the h'-connected pair {z ~, s -~ } lies inside the h'- 
connected pair {p, q -  ~ } and x ~ p, the hypothesis of induction implies s ~ p. Therefore, 
all the point x, s, r, p lie in the same element of the disjoint cover 7. 
(4) h'  =- . . .p . . .xEx  - s . . . r  ~ . . . s  -e - - .q - I . . .  orU =~ . . .p . . . r  ~ . . . s  -~. . .x~x -¢ 
. . .  q - t . - ,  where {p, q-Z }, {r ~, x-E} and {x ¢, s -z } are U-connected pairs. 
This case is completely analogous to the previous one. 
Thus, we have proved Claim, and hence (6). In fact, (6) can be rewritten as the equality. 
Indeed, if x, y E U for some U E 3' then x-  y i c jr(~) C j(k~(e)) C_ O(()  = O. This 
proves the opposite inclusion in (6). Theretbre, V* Ix = b/~. 
It remains to show that the topology t is Hansdorff and X is closed in (F(X),  t). 
This readily follows from the fact that the extension of the identity mapping idx to 
a homomorphism ~ of (F(X) , t )  to the uniform free topological group F(X,  Lt) is 
continuous and one-to-one. It is clear that ~ is an algebraic isomorphism, so we only 
verify the continuity of ~. 
Let a neighborhood U of the identity e in G be arbitrary. Choose a sequence U0, Ut,. •. 
of open neighborhoods of e satisfying U;~+l C Un for each n ~ ¢~, where U0 = U. For 
given # E F (X)  an:i n E N +, denote by U(n,#) an open neighborhood of the identity 
in G satisfying ~(g) .  U(n,g). ~(g)-i c_ [7,. Since *l)[x = HI and I?*lx = b/r, one can 
find I~(n,g) E ~i,  and 7(n,g)  E F so that 
~(j,(.(~,g)) ujd~(n,9))) c_ u(,~,g). 
Let the mapping ~',~:F(X) ~. 7 ~ be defined by ~,~(g) = (#(n,g),7(n,9)) for all 
g E F (X)  and n E N +. We claim that ~.(O(~)) C_ U, where ~ = (~1,~2,.. .) .  To this 
end, note first that ~p(~) C_ U,~ for each n E N +. Then apply Lemma 1.3 of [8] to the 
sequence Uu, Uh U2,. . .  to conclude that U.(i) - U~r(2) . . . . .  U~r(,0 c_ Uo for all n E N + 
and a permutation 7rE S,~. Clearly we have 
nEI, l+ 1~6S,, n6,~ + ~Eb'n 
This completes our proof. [] 
The example in Section 13 of II, Chapter 2] shows the existence of a topological 
group G and a countable subset A of G such that A is left totally bounded but not right 
totally bounded in G. The group G was chosen as the group of all permutations with 
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finite supports of the coumably infinite set N with the pointwis¢ convergence topology. 
This gives rise to the question whether a difference between the left and right indices 
of boundedness for subsets of topological groups can be arbitrary large. We answer this 
question in the positive applying Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2. For every infinite cardinal q', there exist a Hausdorff topological group 
G and a subset X C_ G such that X is left totally bounded in G but idr(X,G) ~' I". 
Proof. Let 1- be an infinite cardinal and X be a metrizable space of weight greater than 
7-, d imX = 0 (one can consider a discrete space of cardinality 7-+). Denote by F (Fan) 
the family of all (respectively finite) disjoint open covers of X. These families generate 
respectively the uniformities/2r and ~'1 on X. Obviously, (/2r)fi. = (L6)fin =/21. Applying 
Theorem 4,1, we find a Hausdorff group topology t for the free group F(X)  so that 
*)2Ix =/21 and V ' Ix  =/2r, where *1) and ~,'* are the left and fight uniformities of the 
group G = (F(X) ,  t). 
Since the weight and the Lindel6f number coincide for metrizable spaces, there exists 
an open cover A of X with no sabcover of cardinality less than or equal to r.  The fact 
that d imX = 0 implies the existence of a disjoint open cover 3' of X refining 3,. It is 
clear that 7 • F, 13'1 > 7-. Since V*[x =/2r, there exists an open neighborhood O oftbe 
identity in G satisfying the following condition: 
((x,y) • x2 :2  u-' • o}  c {u × u: u e ~). 
The above inclusion implies that X \ O-  K ~ 0 for each K C X with ]K] ~< 7". Let V 
be a symmetric neighborhood of the identity in G with V 2 C O. One easily verifies that 
X \ V .K  ¢ 0 for each K C G with IKI ~< 7-. So, idr(X,G) > 7". E1 
We conclude with a conjecture. For a given uniformity/2 on a Tikhonov space X,  
denote by b/b the weakest uniformity on X such that every //-uniformly continuous 
function f : X --~ [0, I] is/2b-uniformly continuous. Clearly,/ / is finer than//b- 
Co~eeture 4.3. Let/2t and/g~ be concordant uniformities on X and (/20b = (L/~)b. 
Then the unifc,mities/2~ and/2~ can be generated by an embedding of X to a Hausdorff 
topological group. 
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